Stop the clock

Reduce time cyber attackers can target your business.
Comprehensive Vulnerability Management. Rapid Risk Reduction.

THE VULNERABLE LANDSCAPE
Digital transformation creates environmental complexity reducing your ability to see blind spots.
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Increasing workloads in public cloud/IaaS

73

of organizations
believe vulnerability
risk management is
more difficult than it
was two years ago1
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Increasing software vulnerabilities
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Greater sensitivity of data

70

of organizations
state that visibility into
infrastructure security
is their top challenge2

of organizations
say software
vulnerability volume
is overwhelming3

¹Tennable/Enterprise strategy group, 2018.
²Crowd Research Partners, “2018 Cloud Security Report”.
³Tennable/Enterprise strategy group, 2018.

THE CHALLENGE

57

In a race against time, your
organization is challenged with
moving faster from vulnerability
discovery to remediation.

of breach victims over the last two years
identified an unpatched known vulnerability
as the root cause⁴

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL ATTACKER EXPLOITATION OVER A 12 MONTH PERIOD⁵
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⁴Ponemon Institute, “Today’s State of Vulnerability Response: Patch Work Demands Attention”.
⁵2018 eSentire observed data per 7 protected locations.

THE NEED
Resources limitations constrict
your ability to rapidly identify,
prioritize and remediate
vulnerabilities putting your
organization at risk.

PEOPLE

PROCESS

64% of organizations

65% of organizations

anticipate need
for increased
headcount specifically
for vulnerability
management in the
next 12 months⁶

say lack of prioritization
is a contributing factor
to patching delay⁷

TECHNOLOGY

56% of organizations are
not satisfied with analysis
and prioritization out of
current tools⁸

⁶⁷Ponemon Institute, “Today’s State of Vulnerability Response: Patch Work Demands Attention”.
⁸Skybox Security: Enterprise Vulnerability Management Report.

THE SOLUTION
Find your vulnerabilities and stop the clock before your business is disrupted.
Introducing eSentire Managed Vulnerability Service, in parternship with Tenable.

C OMPREHE N SI VE
VULNERAB I LI TY
IDENTIFI CAT I O N

ACT I V E RI S K
P RI O RI T I Z AT I O N AN D
L I F E CYCL E T RACKI N G

D ED I CATED EXP ERTI SE
D R I V I N G C ON TI N U OU S
OP TI MI ZATI ON

C O- MA N AG ED
FL EXI B I L I TY WI TH
C U STOMI ZED R EP ORTI N G

Identify asset vulnerabilities
with precision across
traditional and dynamic IT
assets for continuous visibility
across your expanding
business environment.

Focus on vulnerabilities
that present the greatest
potential risk with expert
guidance to facilitate
accuracy and
prioritization against
dangerous exploits.

Alleviate resource
constraints with dedicated
experts that provide
end-to-end management
and platform refinement
for greater operational
efficiency.

Realize the benefits of a
vulnerability management
platform without the
complexity complete with
full system access and
flexibility to run customized
scans and reporting.

Find your blind spots before
cyber attackers do.

About eSentire:
eSentire, Inc., the global leader in Managed Detection and Response (MDR), keeps organizations safe from constantly evolving cyberattacks that technology alone cannot
prevent. Its 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), staffed by elite security analysts, hunts, investigates, and responds in real-time to known and unknown threats before they
become business disrupting events. Protecting more than $6 trillion AUM, eSentire absorbs the complexity of cybersecurity, delivering enterprise-grade protection and the
ability to comply with growing regulatory requirements. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.
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